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FROM PRE-TRAGIC TO TRAGIC TO POST-TRAGIC CONSCIOUSNESS

TOWARDS A POST-TRAGIC POLITICS OF EROS
There are three primary levels of consciousness through whose prism we experience our lives. We
will call these three levels the pre-tragic, tragic, and post-tragic.
Pre-tragic is the stage before tragedy. Life is good. Life is delightful. Life makes sense. It is ordered
and reasonable. During the pre-tragic state we also experience pain and suffering, but our pain and
suffering are not tragic. We are able to explain to ourselves and our intimates what happened. We
might use religious, psychological, or scientific explanations. Explanation saves our suffering from
being tragic.
The second level of consciousness is the tragic. The goodness of life is broken up by suffering, but we
no longer feel able to explain it. The rules break down. Perhaps the suffering is more intense than
any we have experienced before. Alternatively, our trust in the religions or philosophies of life that
undergirded our explanations have been shaken, often irrevocably. Our lives feel empty and
meaningless, “a tale told by an idiot, full of sound and fury, signifying nothing.”i We are overwhelmed
by the tragic nature of life itself. We may continue to function, love, and even be highly effective
achievers. But our joy mechanism is broken. We are cut off from the natural joy we once felt from
the essential goodness and primal aliveness of life.
Most people live their lives at either level one or level two of consciousness, what we have here
termed the pre-tragic and the tragic. Some people move from level one to level two as a result of lost
trust in life, usually occasioned by a personal tragedy. Others move from pre-tragic to tragic because
they are witness to the virtually unbearable suffering in the world. The laws and principles they had
used to make sense of the world no longer seem sensible. Some individuals, after shifting to tragic
consciousness, revert back to pre-tragic. This is either because they find some new, comforting
explanation for their suffering (based on a superficial reworking of their old beliefs), or because they
simply forget their experience of tragedy and fall back into their prior pre-tragic state.
But there is a third level that is available at the leading edge of consciousness. We call this level
“post-tragic.” Here, the person or culture is able to once again participate in the elemental joy of
living. This happens when the individual (or culture) is able to reconnect to the core Eros and
aliveness of reality. In “A Dialogue of Self and Soul,” Yeats wrote of this third level, post-tragic
consciousness, in the understated but raw Eros of his verse. Here is an example:
When such as I cast out remorse
So great a sweetness flows into the breast
We must laugh and we must sing
We are blest by everything
Everything we look upon
Is blest.
What causes the emergence of this third level of consciousness is always the deepening into what we
might call emotional maturity or wisdom. Part of it may come from depth work that the person has
done with his or her own wounds. Another part comes from the maturity of letting go and letting
God. Often the source is the evolution of a more poignant and potent worldview. But it always comes
from some process of joyful deepening.
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These same three levels of consciousness apply to the sexual. There is pre-tragic sexuality, tragic
sexuality, and post-tragic sexuality. Pre-tragic sexuality has three major expressions:
•

•

•

The first form of pre-tragic sexuality is purely animal sexuality—a physical, instinctual
impulse unburdened by human values or narratives. This is the human attempt to partake in
the purely animal mode of sexuality, which we will term “the sex-neutral narrative.” It does
not work because it is basically regressive. While embracing the animal is essential for our
sexuality, it is not enough. Most of us experience the sexual as being more than only
physical.
The second form of the pre-tragic sexual is sexuality defined by the laws, strictures, and
taboos of religion. Sexuality is pre-tragic in this context because it is clear. Sex in every
particular circumstance is either allowed and embraced or forbidden and rejected. Often the
religious view is sex negative, but sometimes (for the sake of having children or even
companionship), sex is considered positive or even sacred. But it is pre-tragic because it is
fully understood. Sex has its place, its boundaries, and its permissions. All is explained.
Everything is on firm ground. At this level of sexuality, we deploy law, culture, and taboo to
sublimate the sexual and redirect its force to support our committed relationships. We
further invest its power as the animating force in our cultural creations. At this level of
consciousness, we feel the need to construct vessels of commitment that are sufficient to
hold the raw, anarchic power and seductive beauty of the sexual. But this level remains pretragic because it is clear to us through laws and customs that are correct and therefore
constitute the most right and righteous approach to the sexual.
The third expression of pre-tragic sexuality is sex that occurred in the West during and in the
years immediately following the sexual revolution. Most of the old sexual ways were
overturned. For most people, sex no longer needed to be tightly linked to marriage to make
it proper and good. The contraceptive pill broke the causal link between sex and children. A
new world was born. The sexual revolution gave us the sex-positive narrative. But it was pretragic because—like the sex-negative narrative—it boasted an uncomplicated clarity about
sex. But all was not sweetness and light. The bland, pre-tragic, sex-positive narrative of the
sexual revolution could not hold.

FROM PRE-TRAGIC TO TRAGIC SEX
Many of us today remain largely ensconced in pre-tragic sex. For some of us, that is because we are
blithely positive about sex. Our arousal arouses in us virtually no ambivalence or complexity. Others
remain pre-tragic because we live firmly within the boundaries of classical religious strictures around
sexuality. Even if they are defined largely in their breach, the boundaries are clear. Our actions may
be conflicted, but our frameworks remain cogent. We may be both sinners and saints, but we have a
clear understanding of what it means to sin and what it means to be saintly.
But for a large swath of people in the Western world, pre-tragic sexuality is over. A second level of
consciousness around sex has emerged. We have moved from the pre-tragic sexual to the tragic
sexual. The sexual revolution gave way to a world in which sex is no longer innocent. Hidden issues of
sexual abuse, sexual violence, and sexual harassment have come to the surface. On the one hand,
there is a dramatic evolution of consciousness. A line is drawn in the culture that says, “No more
harassment and no more violence.” Indeed, before the mid-1970s, even the words “sexual
harassment” were not part of our lexicon and certainly not part of our laws. In the West the
ascendancy of the feminine in education and in the workforce brought in its wake a vital new
vigilance that says no to any form of sexual boundary-crossing that is not welcomed by both parties.
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This is an important step in healing the deep violation of the feminine that has characterized much of
Western history.
And yet there is a loss of clarity around sexuality. With the loss of clarity comes a loss of innocence
coupled with a new form of free-floating anxiety and even fear surrounding sex. We might even
venture to say that there is a new puritanism in relationship to the sexual. The old sex-negative
positions of religion seem to have covertly resurfaced in the campaigns against sexual harassment.
Now to be clear, we all agree that numerous forms of harassment and sexual violence were rampant
in the pre-tragic sexual world. Even in the world of sexual revolution, sexual harassment remained a
given. Black Power leader Stokely Carmichael famously remarked that the “right position for women
in the Black Panthers is prone.” Marital rape was legal virtually everywhere. Rape in war was
regarded as the spoils of the victors. Sexual enslavement of women of “inferior” culture or religion
was common throughout the world. What we would today call sexual harassment or abuse was
considered to be relatively normal.
Nonetheless, most men did not harass, were not sexually violent, did not rape, and did not abuse
women. The horrific lack of legal strictures allowed the actions of a small minority of men to inflict
great pain and to poison the sexual culture of the world. The evolution of love that raised
consciousness and made all these forms of sexual violation unacceptable, both legally and socially, is
a desperately necessary and long-overdue advance. But a strong fragrance of the old anti-sexual
puritanism seems to have crept its way into today’s sexual discourse. Legal scholars and social critics
alike have pointed out that in the early days of the war on sexual harassment, the core issue was
harassment. As years went by, however, the emphasis shifted to the sexual. Major cases of
significant harassment with no sexual component were let off the hook, while any case that had even
a whiff of the sexual was treated with full severity. Sex, once again, was bad.
The anti-sexual theme is covert, sensed but not articulated in the public mind. This is where the
move from pre-tragic to tragic begins to emerge. We no longer have a clear sexual narrative. We are
confused by sexuality. We are not sure whether we are living in the golden age of sex or in a rape
culture. Rape on campus, date rape, and confusion about what constitutes consent—what is yes and
what is no—abound. Regret is not rape, and arousal is not consent, yet all too often they are
confused. The hookup culture of emotionally unattached sex dominates the campus mythos, yet very
few college students say they feel sexually fulfilled or liberated. Women feel prude-shamed for not
being willing to hook up and then slut-shamed for hooking up.
The anti-sexual attitude is covert. In so many dimensions of our culture, puritanism lives side by side
with promiscuity. How else might we explain the national obsession with sexual scandal, such as the
affair between Bill Clinton and Monica Lewinsky? The insatiable appetite of Americans for sexual
titillation, combined with the fascination with public degradation and shaming around sex, virtually
demanded that newspapers—driven by the race for advertising dollars—cover the details of the
scandal more than any other event in the world for a period of nearly two years.
Today there are no clear guidelines and even fewer clear values regarding sex. It is true that we’re
seeing a long-overdue and welcome increase in sexual ethics. We have significantly less tolerance for
all varieties of sexual harassment and violence. Yet the new sexual ethics are not rooted in a new
sexual ethos. There is no sexual narrative that both dignifies and eroticizes our lives.
Hardly anyone is really happy with sex. If they are, it’s only in the first wave of the sexual encounter
when the passion is high and the egos are low. After that, most everyone feels like they are not quite
getting enough, getting it right, or getting to move on when they are ready. And if they are getting
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some, they suspect it should be better than it is. Most everyone is quietly convinced that it is so
much better for everybody else. Everyone is obsessed with that mythical couple, living somewhere in
New Jersey, who are madly in love and having great sex after two decades of marriage. No one, of
course, has ever met them, but reported sightings regularly crop up in magazines, talk shows, and
self-help books. We live with the rampant dissatisfaction produced by the great tease of sexual
satisfaction, which for the first time in history seems to be democratized. Everyone feels entitled, but
virtually no one feels fulfilled.

SEXUAL SHADOWS
But if all that were not enough, sex is also a big-time killer. Men are raping men and killing men over
sex. Men are killing women in domestic violence scenes. In the world arena, men still use sex in war
to break down the social order and humiliate their enemies. While the term “rape culture” has been
powerfully critiqued, more than a million rapes occur every year, leaving irrevocable damage on the
lives of women and men. There is a powerful and important literature that suffuses culture which
calls men out on this particular form of masculine shadow.
But don’t think that women are off the hook. The feminine shadow has women killing men over sex.
According to extensive rigorous data, gathered by leading cultural critics Cathy Young and Warren
Farrell, the level of domestic violence inflicted by women on men is equal to that inflicted by men on
women. The literature of abuse reminds us that women are also killing men in domestic violence
scenes. At its heart, virtually all domestic violence is connected to wounds around sexuality. Women
also engage in what has been described alternatively as social murder or name rape. The early
feminists were right when they said that the rape of a name is also rape. For example, to be falsely
accused of rape or sexual assault, and to have those kinds of accusations disseminated over the
internet, where lies live forever, is a devastating experience. In this tragic scenario, name rape is
reenacted every day online. We interviewed women who had been raped and also had brothers,
sons, or partners who were subject to this kind of severe name rape. According to these women—all
with powerful feminist sensibilities—both are equally egregious.
Often false sexual complaints cluster together when a group of women (or men in the more classical
lynch mob) bypass structures of investigation and justice in order to socially murder someone. For
example, groups of women who feel rejected and hurt—finding out, as feminist writer Jessica
Roemischer writes, “that they are not the only one”—may get together and use false or distorted
accusations of sexual misconduct to socially kill a man.
In the internet age, disaffected people find each other more easily. Sometimes that is constructive
and positive, specifically when the disaffected have been genuinely victimized. At other times,
however, people who gather together via the internet and other social structures manifest more of a
moblike energy or groupthink mentality. They incite each other’s anger. Facts and ulterior motives
are never checked or crosschecked and social lynching takes place on the web.
Malice is not limited to males. There is masculine shadow and feminine shadow. Feminist writer
Hanna Rosin devotes a chilling chapter in her book The End of Men to feminine violence. Feminist
writers like Daphne Patai, Katie Roiphe, Laura Kipnis, and Christina Hoff Sommers have long warned
of the growing phenomenon of false sexual complaints by women. Of course the sexual shadows at
play which generate malice are often hidden. As Milan Kundera reminded us, “malice can never
admit to itself so it must plead other motives.” As Patai and other writers point out, name rape hides
its true intention under the veneer of victim advocacy. The perpetrator is usually disguised either as a
victim or as a rescuer who is “protecting other women.” There is always some politically correct
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formula used to cover up wounded ego and genuine hurt, which get lethally mixed with the often
strange bedfellows of malice, envy, self-interest, and self-protection. The fig leaf of relatively minor
sexual hurt in the normal arc of human relationships often masks the infliction of lethal hurt that is
exponentially more destructive by many orders. All of this is part of the confusion of sexuality’s tragic
phase.
The confusion itself is the source of much of our devastation. It is the loss of clarity that moves us
from pre-tragic to tragic sex. The tragic sexual leaves so many mortally wounded in its wake. There is
so much pain from something that should be the source of so much pleasure.
All of these phenomena that are rampant in our culture are expressions of the tragic sexual. But that
is just the tip of the iceberg. We have not even begun to explore the super complex territory of
monogamy, the myth of the white picket fence, polyamory, open marriage, betrayal in its many
forms, the great controversy surrounding “recovered” memories, post-facto reinterpretations of old
sexual experience, the claims of rape culture, and the list goes on and on. And anyone who, God
forbid, does not want the same kind of sex that the majority approves of is in big trouble. Same-sex
anyone with any kind of alternative sexual drive has a rough start even before the pleasure actually
begins and ends. The confusion around all of these issues is simply an expression of level-two tragic
sexuality.
There is more than a little that is tragic in the contemporary sexual landscape. We are not sure about
anything. Either God is more than slightly sadistic with a significant interest in teasing and even
torturing us through the ordeal of sex or in some mysterious way it is the essential key to this whole
life journey. We are not sure. Our lack of clarity drains our energy, robs us of passion, saps our
vitality, and de-eroticizes our lives.
Given all of the above, along with the fact that our yearning for great sex is such a desperate and
central issue in our lives, it stands to reason that the divine designer who set up this ultimate tease
must be a flaming asshole. Or worse still, there is no designer, all is random and chance, and there is
no “true north” or meaning in our sexuality. It will always be this hopelessly confused. That is the
tragic view.
Or, possibility two: the inherent intelligence of the self-organizing universe totally and absolutely
rocks. The love intelligence of the cosmos so desires our good that she wanted to place the deepest
wisdom necessary to navigate our lives with power and passion right in the center of our
experience—in the heart of our sexuality—just to make sure we did not miss it. That’s why all
wisdom about life was encoded in the sexual. That realization moves us toward the post-tragic view
of sexuality.

FROM THE TRAGIC TO POST-TRAGIC SEXUAL
We are lost in the tragic sexual, searching for a new narrative. We long for a return to sexual
innocence. Not a pre-tragic innocence but a post-tragic innocence. We yearn to re-virginate. We are
not seeking sexual license as much as we desperately yearn for a return to Eros. We yearn to live the
erotic life. We want to live in an erotic society. To return to Eros, we need a new sexual narrative.
Core to this new narrative must be a precise and potent understanding of the relationship between
the sexual and the erotic. Are they the same or are they different? If they are different, how do they
interact with one another? Could it be that our sexuality is collapsing because we have lost contact
with Eros? Could it be that when we look to sex to fulfill all of our erotic needs, sex collapses under
the weight of a burden that it cannot possibly bear? Is our confused pathos around the sexual
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actually rooted in the urgent need for a new sexual narrative that clarifies the shocking relationship
among the erotic, the sexual, and the sacred?
Until such a narrative emerges, we will weirdly vacillate between being puritans and libertines on
alternative days or even during different hours of the same day. We are politically correct during the
day while yearning to be sexually incorrect at night. Sexual anthropologist Esther Perel reminds us,
somewhat sardonically, that we often demonstrate in daytime against the kinds of sexuality that we
yearn for at night. We need a new post-tragic story of sex and Eros.

BEYOND MARCUSE AND BROWN: A RETURN TO EROS
Herbert Marcuse and Norman O. Brown are the two great social philosophers who, in the latter half
of the twentieth century, sought to reclaim a vision of Eros that might form the basis of a new human
and a new society. But both of them lacked a sufficiently potent worldview from which that new
vision of Eros could emerge. Marcuse was lost in the neo-Marxist restructuring of society, which
failed to honor the potential, creative Eros of free markets and an emergent conscious capitalism.
Brown sought to reclaim a regressive Dionysian innocence by recovering key stands in Freud’s more
mythical thinking, while recasting and rejecting still other dimensions of Freud.
Today it is clear that whatever their crucial contributions, neither neo-Marxism nor psychoanalysis is
the fertile ground from which a new erotic worldview will arise.
In this work it has been our tender and audacious intention to articulate just such a new erotic
worldview. We tried to tell a new story about sex whose subplot is the powerful relationship among
the sexual, the erotic, and the sacred. We retold the story of love, distinguishing between outrageous
and ordinary love. We articulated a new meta meme: The Universe is a Love Story. We are convinced
that this worldview is a sufficient basis to catalyze a return to Eros and a sexual narrative that is an
affront to shame. Our vision of Eros is rooted in a spiritual, mystical, scientific, evolutionary
worldview, which understands that all of reality is allurement, and which experiences the sexual as
an expression of the erotic evolutionary impulse that moves all of reality. In this worldview, rooted in
the best science and spirituality available on the planet at this moment in time, the sexual is the seat
of all wisdom.
In this new narrative, Eros is not merely ordinary love, which human egos deploy as a strategy to
achieve security and status. Rather, Eros is the outrageous love, which moves the sun and the stars,
which is the very heart of existence itself. When we awaken to the Eros of evolution alive within us,
we awaken as outrageous lovers. Our model for outrageous love is none other than the sexual itself.
The sexual models the erotic; it does not exhaust the erotic. The erotic and the holy are one. This is
the core of the post-tragic narrative of sexuality that will allow us to move beyond the pervasive
sexual shame that covertly suffuses our culture and is the root of so much suffering and pain. This
new sexual narrative is the necessary basis of a new sexual politics of Eros that has the potency and
power to take us all home.

SOURCES FOR THE NEW NARRATIVE
We draw the new narrative from several sources. Systems theory, evolutionary theory, and science
are crucial sources. Various schools of psychology, integral theory, attachment theory, and the social
sciences all contribute significantly. But the core wellspring from which we drink is a great Hebrew
mystery tradition. Mysteries are meant to remain esoteric, secret. Therefore, allow us to share with
you why in our generation it is both permitted and even a sacred obligation to share these mysteries.
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We live in an age when ancient wisdoms, long relegated to the basements of the spirit, are being
reclaimed. The Zohar, the magnum opus of Hebrew mysticism, teaches that our era is the one in
which the “gates of wisdom will be opened.” For the first time, after several eons of intense spiritual
evolution, we have the vessels to hold the light of the ancient secrets. The mystics suggest that we
may well be able to hold the light more deeply today than even the ancients for whom the wisdom
was initially intended. It is only now, after the vessels of law, science, and ethics have been
integrated into our psyches, that we can go back and fully reclaim Eros and enchantment. It is in the
service of the great Hebrew Goddess of Eros (Shechinah) that we enter the mysteries.
We, the co-authors of Return to Eros, are—or at least aspire to be—erotic mystics. We study, teach,
and try to live the sacred erotic texts in our lives. The think tank of which we, Marc and Kristina, are,
respectively, president and board director, is committed to envisioning and evolving the future of
Eros in every field of human endeavor. The Outrageous Love Project (www.OutrageousLove.com)
and the Integral Evolutionary Tantra School (www.IntegralEvolutionaryTantra.com) are two projects
that emerged from the Center, which we were delighted to cofound. Both projects are committed to
articulating a next-stage vision of Eros and ethics, which humbly and audaciously evolve the source
code of culture and consciousness.
The Hebrew mystery texts on Eros, as well as those of other spiritually incorrect traditions, have been
our guides and friends for many years. Of course, like all mystics who engage sacred wisdom, we
hear the text in accord with the inner melody of our souls. We now share this song with you in the
form of this book. You are invited to find the place in your soul where you can receive and integrate
this ancient wisdom into your own song.
Let this be not a monologue but a sacred conversation. Share with us your words, your thoughts, the
poetry of your soul, and we will be honored to receive at AReturnToEros.com.
With all the outrageous love and blessings in the world and beyond,
Dr. Marc Gafni and Dr. Kristina Kincaid
Carmel, California
New York, New York

i

Shakespeare, Macbeth, Act 5, Scene 5.
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